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An electronic field guide for rock identification.This alphabetical guide contains pictures and

descriptions of 8 types of Igneous Rocks, 8 types of Sedimentary Rocks, 6 types of Metamorphic

Rocks, and 14 minerals along with links that explain the properties of the rocks. It's a Great

resource for starting your very own rock collection.Recommended color ebook readers only.
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I have a collection of rocks that I'm trying to identify and bought this book after viewing a sample

and seeing that it had very good pictures of it's entries. I was disappointed to find that though the

pictures for each entry are very good, their are so few entries as to make it nearly worthless as a

reference guide. If your looking for a reference guide for identifying rocks, I suggest you look

elsewhere.

It's okay, I guess, if you know what you're looking for, but not terribly helpful in identifying the rock

an unknow rock. I bought the Kindle edition and think if would have been better to have had the



physical book to flip through.

This book is very well put together and I us it several times a week. I would recamend this one for

anyone.Thanks  for selling this book.
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